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from the Grand Senior President

Today Alpha Sigma Phi is strong and getting stronger We have more members,
on more campuses, in more states than ever before. We are doing more seiA/ice in

our community and raising more dollars for worthy causes than at any point in our

history. Thousands of undergraduates will attend one of our Fraternity leadership
programs this academic year More alumni are involved, serving as mentors,

coaches and advisors than we could have dreamed of when I was initiated into

Alpha Sigma Phi. And finally thanks to CLVEN National House Corporation, we are helping chapters
secure and revitalize shared living environments across the nation.

It's an honor for me to sen/e as your Grand Senior President during such a transformative time for our

brotherhood. There has never been a more exciting time to volunteer in service of Alpha Sigma Phi or a

time when positive male roie models are more needed than today. I'm proud to volunteer and humbled to

serve because i know, just like the thousands of other volunteers, that the impact I am making in the lives

of college men is significant. That impact is not only helping to better chapters and men but helping to lay
the groundwork for Alpha Sigs to Better the World for decades to come.

If you are currently a volunteer on a Chapter Council, Alumni Association, House Corporation, a member
of the Ritual Education Team or a facilitator at one of the Fraternity's award-winning leadership programs,
thank you for your service. If you are a loyal donor who gives to Alpha Sigma Phi, thank you for investing
in our mission and purpose. And if you are an alumnus, who has been unable to lend a few hours or

make a donation, in honor of Founders Day, I'd ask for you to give back to Alpha Sigma Phi and pay your

experience fonward. Contact headquarters to volunteer and/or make a tax deductible gift to benefit your

chapter's endowment. I think you'll find that through volunteering and donating, you'll get back just as
much as you give.

Have a wonderful Holiday season and thank you for your interest and commitment to Alpha Sigma Phi.

wm^�
Matt Maurer Bowling Green '03
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Jack TaylorTakes the Field
Jack Taylor, Oregon '15, sophomore at the University of
Oregon spent his summer as an intern with the Connecticut
Tigers, the minor league affiliate for the Detroit Tigers
baseball team, in his role, he was the on-field announcer

for player interviews, fan contests and more. In addition,
his experience included serving as a Promotions Manager,
responsible for billboard sales, promotional items and
suites. Jack cherished the entire experience, but most of
all, enjoyed interacting with the loyal season-ticket holders
for the Tigers.

Jack is a Journalism Major at Oregon but has been in

broadcasting his entire life. He started writing for the

Oregonian covering soccer and basketball and used
it as an opportunity to build his resume. He used that

experience, and his connections to get an in-road for the

opportunity with the Tigers. When asked what advice
he would give to other Alpha Sig's looking for summer

internships, he said "Look at the Career Connections
Facebook Group through the Fraternity. I went to Better
Man Weekend and intentionally spent time with alumni to
build relationships. It's proved to be very helpful." _

Alpha Sigma Phi Excels Among Peers with
Conference Attendance, Growth
Compared to other fraternities, Alpha Sigma Phi's 2016 Grand Chapter ranks as the fifth largest
held this year with 850 total attendees, including 710 undergraduates. Last year's Elevate:
International Leadership Conference drew a total of 700 attendees (61 0 undergraduates) making it
the sixth largest leadership conference held by all fraternities.

And there's more. Our total growth during the past decade has been an astounding 366 percent,
from 1 ,500 undergraduate members to to more than 7,000. The average for all fraternities during
the same period is only 19 percent, from 5,200 to 6,200 undergraduates. All growth during the past
five years outpaced all fraternities with Alpha Sigma Phi growing from 3,800 to more than 7,000
undergraduates, an 84 percent increase, while the all fraternity average is only nine percent, from
5,700 to 6,200 undergraduates. Again, we have the highest growth rate of all fraternities.

As a point of trivia, the first national convention of Alpha Sigma Phi was held at Marietta College
in 1907. Two chapters, Marietta and Yale attended. It's unclear how many brothers gathered for
this event - best guess is ten total delegates. Our 54th Grand Chapter (national convention) was
attended by 137 chapters and provisional chapters (previously knowns as colonies).

Now, those are numbers you can brag about.
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National Day ofService and Remembrance
Alpha Sigs from across the world logged nearly 1 ,400 hours of community service on National

Day of Service & Remembrance. Observed on September 1 1 in honor of those who lost their
lives fifteen years ago, our men helped clean local parks, schools, and memorials, while others
volunteered at public service buildings such as fire houses. In addition, brothers wrote letters to

troops, supported local 5k marathons, landscaped, and more.

The men of Theta Delta (Houston)
volunteered at a local food bank on
National Day of Service & Remembrance.

ttS. WbS^ �"^^^ '^-^"^^"^

houstonO houston O,
foodbank foodbank

Brothers of

Epsilon Psi

(Chico State)
did their part by
cleaning up local
streets in their

community.
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IE MYSTIC CIRCLE
Members of the Zeta Gamma Chapter at UC-Davis
collected gifts and letters for military personnel
serving overseas.

Brothers of the Gamma Chapter at UMass help clean a local fii^ ^.^..on.
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Adam Lucas Continues a 66-Year-Old Legacy
It's not every day an expansion enables a brotherhood legacy to continue. But when Alpha Sigma
Phi returned to the University of Kentucky in spring 201 6, a family line of Alpha Sigs dating back to
1 950 did just that for the Lucas family.

Many members are attracted by the idea of becoming a founding father. For Adam Lucas,
Kentucky '16, the attraction was much greater

"My grandfather and uncle were both initiated at the Beta Rho Chapter at the University of Toledo,"
he says. "The timing was perfect and it almost seemed like fate for me to become part of the rich

history of the Sigma Chapter."

When Adam told his mother, Linda, that he was going to be an Alpha Sig and continue the family
Legacy, she broke down in tears.

"It almost seemed like divine inten^/ention," he says. "I had yet to find my fit in Greek life at UK, and
of al! the fraternities that could have come to campus in the middle of my sophomore year, it was
the one in which I was a Legacy." a

John Blake Makes a R
"Long live our Sigma Phi, in the hearts of

young and old. Long may the Mystic Circle tie,
your brothers close enfold." Words from the

Alpha Sig song "Hail Sigma Phi" are certainly
embodied by John Blake, Milton '60, who
serves as Grand Grand Chapter Advisor for our
Gamma Gamma Chapter at the University of
Connecticut.

After a 55-year absence from Fraternity
activities. Brother Blake now finds himself
immersed in the bonds of Brotherhood. "I
missed many years only because there was

a void out here. There was nothing for me to
relate to in this area," he says.

The retired senior vice president of Bank of
America says he truly enjoys being with the
members of the UConn chapter and wants to

help them grow.

"My favorite part is the pleasure of seeing them
be so enthused with their different projects that
they're doing for the philanthropies. They are

so excited to do great things and it's wonderful
to see," he says. "I brought a friend to the
chapter's event called Paws for a Cawse, where
they raised money for the local humane society.

eturn
It included a

puppy petting
zoo with 30

puppies. This is
the kind of thing
I love to be able
to participate
in with this

organization."

Brother
Blake even

accompanied
the chapter's
representatives
at Grand Chapter this past summer, where he
was energized and even more enthused for

sharing the values of Alpha Sigma Phi.

"My interest with the Gamma Gamma Chapter
is to help the with philanthropic projects and
for the Chapter to excel scholastically" he

says "We will build a Better Man for the future. I
will work to help the Chapter to a new level of
excellence. I am extremely loyal to the Fraternity.
It is so important to me."

Brother Blake with Gamma
Gamma Chapter president
Ryan Cunniff.

Thank you, Brother. You make us smile.
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BetterMan

Conor Moran, Penn state 09

Sit in a room for fifteen minutes with

Josh Pawley, Colorado State '12,
and chances are you move between

laughing at his quick wit and being
deep in thought from his observations
and insights.

But always, you are impressed by his
efforts to better those around him.

The Colorado native selected Colorado
State University to pursue his degree in
mechanical engineering and along the

way found new expressions of caring
about others, in Alpha Sigma Phi.

Like many other founding fathers of

Alpha Sigma Phi chapters. Brother
Pawley checked out a few fraternities
on campus before deciding that what

they were offering wasn't what he
was interested in when it came to a

fraternity experience.

Given his involvement in high school,
including attaining the prestigious rank
of Eagle Scout, he was looking for

something more meaningful than what
he saw in other fraternities. Then Matt

Humberger, Bowling Green '03, then
Coordinator of Expansion, who was on

campus to help start a new chapter for
Alpha Sigma Phi.

Brother Pawley was sold on the idea that he could start a new fraternity on campus backed by a top national

fraternity that would allow him and others to shape the culture of the Chapter from the ground up.

"With no doubt, our goal 'to Better the Man' has been at the heart of my Alpha Sig experience," he says. "I saw
then as I do now that every day every conversation, even/ handshake is an opportunity to better myself as a

man and to help better my fellow man. Our brotherhood is a unique environment that allows us to feel secure
while being constantly pushed to the best version of ourselves."

As the chapter became established and grew. Brother Pawley held several leadership positions including
membership education director, vice president, and president, experience he credits with engendering
perspective and leadership skills.
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After Zeta Epsilon received chapter recognition. Brother Pawley was determined to not let the
group sink into the post-chartering blues and lose the excitement or fall into the stereotypical
culture on campus. Today he sees a lot of his professional success to working on projects for the
fraternity and grinding things out at two in the morning to give him the grit and mental fortitude to
get things done.

Those traits, he believes, are invaluable. "Alpha Sigma Phi infuses its members with the leadership
skills, relationships, experience, time management, and work ethic that allow brothers to pursue
their goals and dreams, no matter what they are," he says.

His leadership qualities and commitment at Colorado State were soon recognized and he was
asked to serve on the Grand Council of Alpha Sigma Phi as an undergraduate grand councilor.

"The strategic 'big picture' discussions we had on the Council helped me understand how to
construct sales and business strategies in my professional career," he says of the experience.
"Being in a room of prominent and experienced organization leaders who were also my brothers
provided me with an opportunity to learn from the best and expand my horizons."

Brother Pawley continues a busy life having moved back to Colorado after a year and a half in
Texas. He has been promoted several times to regional sales manager at a welding robotics

integrator and manages to pursue his MBA at Indiana University's Kelley School of Business.

Josh is spending a lot of time investing in his career and looks forward to being able to come

back as a young professional to give his undergraduate chapter members career-oriented advice.
He happily has supported the fraternity financially, knowing that donations help perpetuate the
experience he had and allow that for future generations.

"Along the journey of Bettering the Man, we also gain valuable lifelong friendships," he says. "I still
keep in touch with and see many of my fellow founding fathers. My best memories whether they're
fun memories, tough memories, or times where I learned a lesson, come from Alpha Sigma Phi.
I'm excited to continue the journey as an alumnus." i

Did�ou Knoiv?
When Brother Pawley was an undergraduate member of Alpha Sigma Phi Grand
Council, he represented the Fraternity on a syndicated television show hosted by Katie
Couric. The topic was college-level sexual assault and Brother Pawley accompanied
a representative of RAINN, the nation's largest anti-sexual violence organization and
Alpha Sigma Phi philanthropic partner Ginger Banks, a volunteer for Alpha Omicron Pi

Fraternity, commented on Facebook after his appearance, "Hooray for Josh Pawley,
one of the articulate young men who appeared on the Katie Couric Show yesterday
to talk about what Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity is doing to combat sexual assault on

college campuses. Hooray, too, to the fraternity for taking a leadership role and to the
Katie show for focusing on this important issue."

Hooray from us, too, that Brother Pawley defined our opposition to sexual violence.

to
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GrandChapter 2016was

Terry Matthews, wake Forest 72

More than 850 Alpha Sigs braved the
heat and humidity of Coastal Virginia
for the 54th Grand Chapter held this

past July.

The biennial legislative gathering set

the course for Alpha Sigma Phi's next

two years and participants had ample
opportunity for training in leadership,
personal development, career planning
and brotherhood.

Among the highlights of this life

changing weekend were the Initiation

Exemplification and the Cardinal and Si
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/ love seeing all of the support that is given to Alpha
Sig by the alumni and Grand Chapter was a perfect
exemplification of that. Mattniriey,

Murray state '16

The Brothers of our Georgia Tech chapter celebrate wirming the Grand Senior President's Award.

There was a profusion of specialized
educational tracks that undergraduate
brothers can utilize to "better the man."
This is not only true for their individual

development as young men, but also
extends to helping them to better coach
their brothers in the local chapter as they
seek to reach their full potential.

By way of example, at Grand Chapter
specialized tracks are offered to help
freshmen and sophomore brothers
with eariy career preparation, as well
as, more focused efforts for juniors and
seniors who are about to embark on

careers in the marketplace. Among those Delegates from our University ofArizona chapter
participating in the career preparation track e^itermg Grand Chapter.
in July, there was a strong sense that the
time spent was very helpful, and that this is a

program that 'every Alpha Sig needs to take
before graduating,'

Another personal development track
was modeled on the television show for

entrepreneurs "Shark Tank." It was a

tremendous experience for those who

participated. One brother was moved to

say "This was my fourth Alpha Sigma Phi
conference and this was by far the best track
I have participated in. Shark Tank was an

experience that was both educational and fun,
and I believe that I learned skills and ideas that
will be extremely valuable to me in the future."

Alpha Sigma Phi TOMAHAWK Fall 2016 11



The (educational) sessions are where
the true value of the conference lies.
I learned to prepare my chapter and
myself to be successful in the crucial
recruitment seasons to come."

Andrew Blum,
Colorado state '14

In addition to personal development resources, tracks also focused on building stronger
undergraduate chapters. One of the great opportunities and challenges facing every Alpha Sigma
Phi chapter is recruitment. Recruitment is key to growing the Mystic Circle, and enriching the lives
of even more young men. Undergraduate participants in this track left confident they would return
home to have a great recruiting year

One of the ways chapters grow stronger is through service and philanthropy. A specialized track on

this topic helped brothers recognize that we only reach our full potential as human beings when we

share ourselves in service to the larger worid. One brother commented that "helping others off-site
was the high point of Grand Chapter." Another said, "I now know how to better incorporate service
more effectively into my chapter."

So as you can see, there is a lot to experience at Grand Chapter, and many opportunities for
growth and development. And it is not too early to begin to plan to participate in the 201 8

12 Fail 2016 Alpha Sigma Phi @ TOMAHAWK



Grand Chapter in Indianapolis, Indiana. Every chapter,
provisional chapter and recognized alumni council sends
a delegate and an alternate, but even/ Alpha Sig in good
standing is welcome and encouraged to attend as well.

Hope to see you in Indianapolis!

Attendees learning about successful entrepreneurs and their
businesses in the Shark Tank track.

Chapter Endo^Arment
Supports Attendance
atGrand Chapter

chapter's endowment to experience new

and exciting educational opportunities.

This past summer, six members of Psi

Chapter at Oregon State were able to
attend Grand Chapter because of support
from our chapter endowment. Going
across country to Norfolk, Virginia was not
affordable for our members, but because
of the endowment, we were able to attend
Grand Chapter, learn more about the rich
traditions of Alpha Sigma Phi, and create
bonds with other brothers from across the
world.

Our chapter alumni generously give to the
endowment fund specifically for the fund
to be used for educational purposes of
our undergraduate members. Without the

endowment, the members of Psi Chapter
who attended would not have benefited
from the learning opportunities provided at

Grand Chapter; education that ultimately
taught us the founding principles of to
Better the Man.

Brady Miller, Oregon State '15,

To make a tax-deductible gift to your chapter's
endowment please visit donate.aiphasigmaphi.
org. Every chapter has an endowment with
Alpha Sigma Phi, Funds in each chapter's
endowment only benefit that particular chapter.

Members of the Red Coat Society convene at the Alumni

Reception just prior to the Cardinal & Stone Banquet.



HALLUpmiirpROFILES
Annually the Fraternity recognizes no more than ten undergraduate men, typically of senior class standing, for
induction into the Undergraduate Hall of Fame. These men are recognized for their significant contributions
to better their chapter and our Fraternity From those inducted, one man is chosen as the Frank F. Hargear
MemorialAward recipient, which is the highest honor an undergraduate brother can receive.

JAMES CAMERON
BRIAN CARN
COREY WEJNER

David Lorenzen, UNC-Charlotte '12
Frank F. Hargear Award Recipient
Hesitant to join anything at first, once he saw the men of Alpha Sigma Phi, he saw an opportunity to
grow. "The guys seemed like family already and I saw the growth that could happen and how I could

help," Lorenzen says. Brother Lorenzen is the recipient of the Frank F. Hargear Award, the highest honor
an undergraduate member can receive.

And he put his involvement to good use. During his time with the fraternity, Lorenzen acted as

recruitment chair, vice president and president for three semesters. He helped strengthen the chapter's
relationship with campus Greek life and worked to get the Chapter out of debt. And he helped lead the
Chapter to its first Alpha Kappa Pi Gold Cup since 201 0.

"Being that involved," he says "made it sad to graduate. But seeing where we came from was

remarkable for me and truly meant a lot."

He has started his career in financial services serving as a risk management consultant for Wells Fargo.
Brother Lorenzen credits the Fraternity with preparing him for his new role. "Learning time management
as president of the chapter is proving to be a big advantage in the professional worid," he says.

Brother Lorensen feels honored to be included in the hall of fame and receive the Hargear Award. "It feels
sweet for our accomplishments to be recognized this way," he says.

14 Fall 201 6 Alpha Sigma Phi TOHUUIAWK
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Eli Bernstein, Pennsylvania '13

Brother Bernstein is a founding father of the reestablished Omicron Chapter at the University
of Pennsylvania. Brother Bernstein was elected to the positions of scholarship director, vice
president and president of the chapter and was also involved in student activities, the Consulting
Club, and new student orientation. His leadership has helped the chapter set a foundation,
recruiting high quality members, and helped them achieve many chartering benchmarks,
including the creation of the chapter's constitution and bylaws, forming a Standards Board, and
re-connecting with Omicron alumni.

Brother Bernstein earned a 3.44 GPA in the competitive Wharton School of Business. His letter of
recommendation stated, "Eli demonstrated his commitment to, and appreciation for the Fraternity
by going above and beyond in his role as an officer and a brother Even when other members were
pessimistic, he was the brother you could count on to work the extra shift at a service event, call a
brother to check in on his school work, or stay late to clean up, because he cared about the frater
nity and his commitment to it."

James Cameron, Fresno State '12

Brother Cameron is a founding father of the Zeta Mu Chapter at Fresno State. He served as

vice president during the critical time leading to chartering and was noted for helping develop
new leadership for the chapter. He also served as the vice president of the Zeta Mu Housing
Corporation, helping secure Zeta Mu a house on Fraternity Mall. He also sensed as a delegate to
Grand Chapter in 2014 where he represented the Zeta Mu chapter on the undergraduate advisory
board and chaired the ritual committee. Additionally, Brother Cameron served as chapter president
and helped put into place a plan to achieve the highest possible score on the chapter's annual

report. The plan was successful and Zeta Mu was able to bring home the silver cup.

Nicholas Stephens, Fresno State '13, Brother Cameron's nominator for the honor says, "Many
brothers found James as a person who could motivate you to be a better person all while helping
to settle conflicts and hardships of college life."

Kodiak Carb, Maryland '13

Brother Carb became an integral part of the histon/-making Epsilon Upsilon Chapter at the
University of Maryland, Under his direction as service director, the Epsilon Upsilon Chapter of Alpha
Sigma Phi become the first fraternity in the nation to become a safe haven for human trafficking
and subsequently worked with multiple other chapters to train them on how to become similar safe
havens.

Carb, and his brothers, became instant trailblazers, as two additional chapters of Alpha Sigma
Phi became certified soon thereafter In addition, Brother Carb created the 'Sit Down 2 Stand Up'
against sexual assault where over 2,000 people participated in a 12-hour pledge to combat sexual
assault. Carb achieved an outstanding 3.92 GPA as a physiology and neurobiology double major at
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the University of Maryland. Grand Chapter Advisor David Yonenson, Maryland '99, says of Brother
Carb, "In my 10 years as an advisor, I have never seen an undergraduate exhibit the level of passion
for community service as Kodiak does."

Brian Carn, UNC-Asheville '12

Prior to joining Alpha Sigma Phi, Brian Carn did not consider himself an outgoing or outspoken
individual, but now joins two other alumni from the Zeta Theta Chapter in to the Undergraduate
Hall of Fame.

As a two-term treasurer, Carn managed to not only get the Chapter out of outstanding debt, but
also reestablish its standing as a 501(c) nonprofit. "Getting the Chapter out of debt was my biggest
goal, but I also wanted to make sure that the new treasurers kept it that way," Brother Carn says,
It was also under his leadership as president that the Chapter received its second Alpha Kappa Pi
Gold Cup.

Considering a career in banking or government, Brother Carn points to his fraternity experience.
"Alpha Sig taught me how to run things, and helped me with public speaking, and I feel

prepared me for the world outside of college because of all of training and conferences I've
been exposed to." His favorite piece of advice? "The more you put in, the more you get out."

Tyler Espino, Elmhurst '12
"What Alpha Sigma Phi has done for me is much more than I could ever give back, but I still tn/ my
best to match it. I am in awe that I was selected for the honor," says Brother Espino.

Being named to the Undergraduate Hall of Fame is a direct result of his leadership and character,
which helped his chapter earn the prestigious Gold Cup.

"When starting my role as chapter president, I led a goal-setting session with our chapter and
earning top recognition was one of our main objectives," he says. "To be able to see that the hard
work that my brothers and I put in to receive the award overwhelmed me with emotion. I know that

everyone pushed themselves above and beyond to be better men."

Brother Espino is presently working on a master's degree in leadership studies, with a career goal of
working in higher education.

"I believe that Alpha Sigma Phi has helped shape me into the leader that I am today. When I first
joined my freshman year I was extremely shy. I wasn't able to talk in front of groups of people
at all. My fraternity experiences helped give me the confidence to speak before 1 ,000 people at

graduation. The transformation I've had had because of that Alpha Sigma Phi will stay with me for
a lifetime."
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Matt Flanagan, Massachusetts '13

Brother Flanagan served the Gamma Chapter at the University of Massachusetts as

recruitment director and chapter president and was on the dean's list for five of his eight
semesters at the university. His Undergraduate Hall of Fame nominator said of Brother
Flanagan, "He set the standard for what it means to a member of the Gamma Chapter. He
has been a dedicated member of this fraternity, taking on two of the most important positions
consecutively, dedicating his time and effort to ensuring that the Gamma Chapter flourished."

And flourished it did.

"My proudest moment was winning the bronze cup last summer at Elevate: International
Leadership Conference," Flanagan says. "It was our first cup since being restarted and it
really set the tone for the year to follow, when we won a silver cup." Matt says his decision to
become an Alpha Sig has been highly beneficial. "Joining Alpha Sigma Phi is one of the best
decisions I have made. It helped me develop and refine different skills that have put me in a

much better spot."

Upon graduating from UMASS, Matt joined Fraternity Staff. "Having the opportunity to work for
the organization that gifted me with so much is a reward in itself," Flanagan says. "Getting to
work with chapters from around the nation is been a fantastic experience."

John Govan, GrandValley '12

Brother Govan believes that induction into the Undergraduate Hall of Fame is he pinnacle of
his undergraduate career. "This award is a constant reminder of all these great memories with
my brothers. To receive this honor (as very few do), is a great way to step into the role as an

alumnus."

John notes that he had great experiences with alumni over the last few years. "It was amazing
to see the support and help from our alumni which made me realize how I want to give back
now that my undergraduate experience is over. Professionally I hope to be able to provide
guidance or help to any undergraduate brother, as I was helped by other alumni members."

Life after college has been rewarding for John, and he spoke of his surprise at how well Alpha
Sig prepared him for his career: "I never really realized how much the Fraternity prepared me

for my life after college until I was working within my first few months of my job. I was sitting in
my first meeting one-on-one with my boss, who had commended me for my ability to speak
in front of our entire team with ease." Undoubtedly, having served as president for his own
chapter was a defining influence for John. "I never rea lized how much was gained from our

chapter meetings in terms of public speaking, I don't think there is any [better way to] prepare
yourself for life post-college, than by joining a fraternity" Govan said.

Looking back, John is happy with his time in college. Noting one of his greater accomplishments,
he says, "We were able to raise $38,000 in a year [for our local charity Canine Companions for
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Independence]. The next year we received news that we would be able to name the next service dog
that went through the training. That is something that can't be put into words how amazing it felt."

Mitch Reuter, Michigan State '13

It wasn't all smooth sailing for Brother Reuter and the Gamma Kappa Chapter. When he first joined
the chapter, it had 20 members and the first couple years were rough trying to get everything
organized and lined up to accomplish meaningful goals.

Brother Reuter, as the president, led the efforts for Gamma Kappa to get re-chartered, "It took a lot
of teamwork and hard work but it all worked out in the end," he says. "Our founding fathers couldn't
be more proud of all this chapter has accomplished in the short time period." Today, the chapter has
more than 80 members,

With a degree in hospitality management. Brother Reuter accepted a position with Pinstripes,
a Chicago events venue, where he says his fraternity experience in organization and leadership
helps. Already working, the Brothers at Michigan State did not expect to see him at this past
summer's Grand Chapter, And they were particulariy excited to see him named to the hall of
fame,

"It was a tremendous honor to receive the award," he says, "Everything I did was to help make my
chapter the best it could be,"

CoreyWeiner, Delaware '14

Brother Weiner saw a unique opportunity his freshman year: Establish a new fraternity on campus.
"We were able to do what we wanted and make it what we wanted, creating and drafting the
constitution and bylaws," he says. "Then we went from having no guys to more than 100."

Along with being a founding father, Weiner said that one of the proudest moments as a member
was participating in UDANCE, a charity event supporting issues of childhood cancer.

"We were one of the top fundraisers for Greek life the first year, and then by our third year, we were

the top overall," Weiner said.

"It's great to see how much the group had grown and accomplished," he says. "I look forward to
see what they can do in the future."

Presently employed by an accounting firm, Weiner believes that Alpha Sigma Phi definitely helped
him prepare for the business worid. "It shaped who I became and helped me with time management
skills and provided me with the friends I have today," he says.

Brothers John Armstrong, UNC - Asheville '13; Parker Shpak, Connecticut '15; and Garrett
Hirschburg, Nevada '15 contributed to this story.
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A Champion
of Ideals:
Virginia Tecli's
Winningest Football
Coach Joins
Alpha Sigma Phi
Aaron Bullock, Wake Forest 09

The house was packed at the Granby Theater in
downtown Norfolk, Virginia, as Alpha Sigs from every
chapter and provisional chapter gathered to welcome
Frank Beamer into our Brotherhood.

The room was electric, as the renowned college
football coach was the honored initiate during the
Grand Chapter's ritual exemplification. After the
ceremony Beamer gave a short speech and many
brothers had the opportunity to shake hands and
take pictures with our newest initiate.

"Coach Beamer personifies everything that [Virginia
Tech] and the community stands for," says Brother
Chase Ginther, Virginia Tech '14, chapter president.
"The fact that he learned about Alpha Sigma Phi and
believed in the ideals that we do and decided to join
meant that he recognized it was something special.
That just reaffirms both my choices in choosing
Virginia Tech and Alpha Sigma Phi,"

Brother Beamer does not have a direct connection to
the Fraternity, instead his decision to join was largely
based on an alignment of the organization's ideals
and values with his personal principles, "Alpha Sigma
Phi embraces the same values I have," he says.
"Silence, Charity Purity Honor and Patriotism are

five things that I very much believe in. There are other
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Newly initiated Brother Beamer accepts co:

values in life but these five are at the top of the list
for me."

Our new Brother also considers the role the

organization plays in shaping the lives of young
men to be another key factor in his acceptance to

join our Brotherhood. Throughout his more than
three decades as a college football coach, Beamer
has had the opportunity to make a positive impact
on the lives of thousands of young men. When
asked how he was able to do this, he says, "I
learned at a very eariy age that kids are more likely
to learn through example than through someone's
words".

While that may sound simple, he found that many
of the young men he worked with were lacking
a person in their lives who was willing to show
them right from wrong or just to be there for them.

By striving to be a positive role model, Beamer
believes he filled the gap and was able to get
through to many of the men who played for him.

20 Fall 2016 Alpha Sigma Phi � TOMAHAWK

from an undergraduate attending Grand Chapter.

The deep relationships he built with certain

players, including standout quarterbacks Michael
Vick and Tyrod Taylor, both who went on to play
in the National Football League, are considered
to be the most memorable part of his experience
working with young men.

Brother Beamer says many of those relationships
are still very strong. "They know that I am there for

them, all they have to do is phone or come see

me," he says.

Although Beamer has retired from coaching football
he has taken on a role within Virginia Tech's athletic

department as a special assistant to the athletic
director where he no doubt continues to impact
young people. When asked what he thought his
legacy would be, he stated "That I was someone
who was successful by doing things the right way
and that I cared for and respected everyone."

Coach Beamer's career is unquestionably tied to
Virginia Tech; in addition to serving as head football



coach, he was also the starting cornerback for three
years and graduated in 1969. He began his campaign
as Virginia Tech's head football coach in 1 987 while the
team was still under NCAA sanctions that severely limited
their recruiting potential. Despite the early difficulties,
Beamer was able to build a team and a program that
became an NCAA powerhouse. During his 29 years as
the Hokie's head coach, his teams amassed a record of
238-121-2 (.663); which included 12 seasons with 10 or

more victories. More impressive was the teams' constant

presence in the postseason - for 23 years, from 1993 until
his retirement in 2015, his teams reached a bowl.

While many of Beamer's teams had success, his
1999 team is largely considered the greatest team
in Virginia Tech history. Lead by quarterback Michael

Vick, the team went 1 1 -0 during the regular season
and earned a bid to the 2000 national title game,
the Sugar Bowl. Although the team lost the national
title to Florida State, Beamer earned eight national
coach of the year awards. He was named the Bobby
Dodd Coach of the Year, the GTE Coach of the Year,
the Eddie Robinson Coach of the Year, the Paul
"Bear" Bryant Coach of the Year, The Associated
Press Coach of the Year, the Walter Camp Football
Foundation/Street & Smith's Coach of the Year, the
Maxwell Football Club Coach of the Year and the

Woody Hayes Coach of the Year.



KEVIN
'm a new member and I am really enjoying my Alpha Sigma Phi

experience. I heard a couple of our chapter's leaders talking the other day
about having to send reports to nationals, i haven't learned about nationals
yet. Can you explain? - New Member Eager to Get It Right

Let's see. Nationals, Well of course there's the National's baseball team.
An indie rock band from Brooklyn call the National. And nationalistic political
movements in various countries. Then there are Nat's: Nat Turner, Nat Borchers,
Nat King Cole, and the Nats, nickname for the Washington, DC baseball team, not
to be confused with gnats, that pesky little flying insect. But in truth, there is no

'nationals' in Alpha Sigma Phi. Officially that is.

Many undergraduate, and some alumni members, often refer to Alpha Sigma Phi

headquarters as 'nationals.' A misnomer for sure. In fact, if we were to be more

accurate in our misused colloquialism, we'd say 'internationals' because we do
have chapters outside of the United States. But that's too close to the woridwide
communist anthem Internationale.

If we had a magic wand and could eliminate words from usage, 'nationals' would
be one (along with 'soporific' because when you use it in a sentence it sounds

pretentious). Pity there is no magic wand.

We think there should be an active campaign to help our members replace the
word 'nationals' with the word 'headquarters,' That's undoubtedly closer to
meaning in current usage, though headquarters is simply the business arm of the
entire organization of which, we as members, are part. So when complimenting,
complaining, or questioning 'nationals,' we are, indeed, simply referring to
ourselves.



nnew
John Chaney, Indiana 6?

Since the inception of the international office of
president forAlpha Sigma Phi, 39 men have held

the roie. The Grand Senior President chairs the

Fraternity's board of directors, the Grand Council,
and is responsible for leading Alpha Sigma Phi

between the biennial Grand Chapters.

Brother Stan Miller, Purdue '64 served as our

25th GSP during 1982 to 1984. He also served

as Grand Councilor, Grand Treasurer and finally
as Grand Senior President. The early 1 980s were

still a challenging period for fraternities throughout
_^

the United States, but Alpha Sigma Phi had made

\ M ^ '***^
J

^ ^A positive moves that built the foundation upon

\ m ^H||k|gw|g^^ ^B which today's success rests.

Hf ^^^^l^^^H^^j^ ^^B, '^�^^^^^^' How did you get acquainted with

Alpha Sigma Phi?

Miller: At age 1 7, I was at a crossroads. I was estranged from my family totally self-supporting,
a high school dropout and severely culturally challenged. Regaradless, I was admitted to Purdue
in the fall of 1962 in the Krannert School of Industrial Management. Classes were small and

seating was always arranged alphabetically. I shared many classes with Jim Mason and he
invited me to a rush function at Alpha Sigma Phi. After attending some other activities, I found
that I was very impressed with the sincerity of the brotherhood and became a new member

soon after.

Tomahawk: Tell us about your undergraduate experiences, especially with Alpha Sigma Phi?

Miller: The fraternity was a very eye opening experience for me. In contrast to my background
the membership of the house was a very diverse group and it really was my first experience

ataikwith STANMILLER
Grand Senior President, 1982 to 1984
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dealing with people who were not exactly the
same background as I. Early on, I also noticed

the fraternity was much more than a group
of college aged individuals because we had

strong alumni support from Frank Stubbs, a civil

engineering professor, as the faculty advisor and
Buford Byers, Purdue '49 as our financial advisor.

They were very committed to the fraternity and
very serious about their responsibilities. Their
involvement led me to believe that there is

something far beyond the typical undergraduate
experience.

Tomahawk: Did you have exposure to the

fraternity outside the Purdue chapter as an

undergraduate?

Miller: George Trubow (Michigan '53, Omega
'13) visited our chapter as a newly appointed
Grand Province Chief. (Editor's note: Alpha
Sigma Phi was once organized by geographical
areas called provinces for ease of management
and volunteer support. I was very impressed with

George. And soon thereafter, we were fortunate
to have our Executive Secretan/ Ralph Burns,
(Ohio Wesieyan '32, Omega '93) attend our

homecoming. I was fortunate to be assigned his

driver for the weekend, a stroke of good fortune

beyond description. Ralph was very committed

to the fraternity and one of the most personable
people I had ever met. Ralph Burns personified
the expression "he never met a stranger" I

concluded that when I grew up I wanted to be
like George and Ralph.

Tomahawk: Tell us about what happened after

your matriculation from Purdue.

Miller: In June 1966, I graduated from Purdue

and was commissioned a Second Lieutenant

in the US Army the following day My active duty
was deferred because I had been accepted to

law school at Indiana University. No sooner than
arriving at lU, I was contacted by Ralph Burns

to discuss an interest group the fraternity had
there. At that time a group of nine students were

disillusioned with the lU fraternity system and had

committed to start a new organization with more

principles, more altruism and generally moving
away from the "animal house" image. Ralph
implored me to consider becoming the group's
chapter advisor.

Tomahawk: Did the lU expansion help you in

your later roles at Alpha Sigma Phi?

Miller: During that effort, I made a couple of

obsenyations about the fraternity that I would see

play out time and again. First, from a personal
standpoint my financial situation would be

described as ven/ challenged. The Alpha Sigma
Phi Foundation generously offered to pay my

graduate school tuition for two years. Admittedly,
the tuition for graduate school at lU was only
$225 a semester, but from my perspective that
was a very significant amount of money. The
second observation was that throughout the
history of the fraternity, we often find ourselves

confronted by the proverbial wolf at the door
Alpha Sigma Phi has faced some very serious

challenges to its very existence. In every
situation a small group of like-minded, energetic,
committed individuals mysteriously appear,

pool their efforts and resources and move the

organization forward beyond the immediate

formidable obstacle.

I was elected to the Grand Council and later

served as chairman of the national fraternity's
development committee, which was dedicated

to averting a financial crisis. In the late '70s and

early '80s the wolf had returned to the fraternity's
door again, I discovered the entire net worth of

the fraternity was approximately $1 30,000 and

in recent years we had been running annual

operational deficits of approximately $25,000,
In short, in four or five years the fraternity would
cease to exist without finding a magic wand.

Tomahawk: How was the challenge met?

Miller: Fortunately, we had some individuals in

place to help. Our staff consisted of Executive
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Director Kevin Garvey, Westminster 75),
followed by Executive Director Rob Sheehan,
(Westminster '76) and field consultants Brian

Jump (Indiana '77) and Jeff Schwind (Toledo
'75). They were teamed with a small cadre of

committed volunteers who were determined

that the fraternity would survive. A decision was

made to spend what little assets we had to

conduct a fund raising endeavor. Our first couple
of efforts were not good. Out of desperation we

came up with a plan that the staff and Grand

Council would meet several weekends at our

headquarters in Delaware, OH and actually
conduct a series of phone-a-thongs asking
alumni brothers for donations and pledges.
Although it took nearly a year we were finally able
to raise the first million dollars for the Alpha Sigma
Phi Foundation. While the Foundation growth
since then has been phenomenal, I assure you
the first million dollars is always the toughest.

Tomahawk: Any fraternity relationships you
especially cherish?

Miller: I have never had a better friend than

Evin Varner (Presbyterian '58, Omega '85). I

had the good fortune of sending on the Grand

Council for a number of years simultaneously
with Evin. While we often, or usually disagreed
on methodology we always agreed on the goal
was to make Alpha Sigma Phi better than the

rest. Evin was the most dedicated, talented
and committed volunteer in contemporary
times. While my approach has always been

to emphasize the positive and remain upbeat,
Evan was just the opposite. He would often

go for days, sometimes weeks, in a very

negative "bummed out" posture wallowing in

negative thoughts and defeatism. However,
that seemed to give him some extraordinary
motivation and when he came out of it he was

like the Phoenix rising from the ashes. Once he

became inspired he went to work without delay
and would often go for days without sleep and

create virtual masterpieces of textual material

which highlighted all the positive aspects of our

fraternity. On one occasion, when he had been

in one of those dark attitudes for a sustained

period, I challenged him. "Evin, if you are really
that negative on Alpha Sigma Phi, I suggest
you sever all ties. Furthermore, if being part of
the Greek community is important to you, you
could simply assume the role of a member of

another fraternity You have the wherewithal to

come up with a shingle, membership card and

pin and you know of the ritual you could pull
that off without anyone being the wiser" Evin

responded, "I thought of that many times, but
it won't work, it just won't work!" He continued

that "because if I claimed to be a member of

another fraternity, even with the pin, the shingle
and all the regalia I could be walking down

the street to a meeting in New York City and
around the corner would appear Ralph Burns

who would immediately come over and put one
hand on my shoulder, shake my hand and say
'Brother Varner, how are you' and hence the

whole charade would be destroyed by none
other than Ralph himself, therefore, I'm stuck"

Tomahawk: Any final comments?

Miller: I refer to a very old comment which is

trite but also true, 'you get back more than what

you put in.' In my case, the fraternity experience
has returned to me many times my input. I

have observed that we can learn so much

from volunteer efforts because we learn from

sharing ideas and values with other volunteers.

Furthermore, I have observed that committed

volunteers are always exceptional people in their

own fields of endeavor. It is my hope that others

will benefit and enjoy their fraternity experiences
for evermore.

BrotherMiller received Delta Beta Xi award in

1975. He received the fraternity's Evin C. Varner

Distinguished Sen/ice Award in 1986. He lives

and practices law in Lafayette, Indiana. .-
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The Phi Chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi at lowa State

University was founded on May 8, 1 920. The Chapter
has enjoyed success over its long and storied history,
and today's Phi is no different.

High expectations are set on the Phi Chapter year-in
and year-out. These are expectations set by Phi, for Phi.
And sometimes, expectations are exceeded. Just ask
Chapter President, Adam Christensen, lowa State '14.

"We typically have a maximum limit of 1 6 suinmer

recruits," he said. "The summer recruitment teams

got a bit carried away and met around 300 potential
new members and offered bids to 30; of which 28

were accepted."

Such a mentality has set Phi up for another great year
in recruitment. Alpha Sigma Phi's 14th oldest chapter
has reported 36 new members in 2016, compared to

34 in 2015 and 27 in 2014.

The Phi Chapter consists of 96 men. But 96 is just
a number It's the diversity of those 96 men that
make Phi successful in so many other ways than

just recruitment.

"As the most diverse chapter on lowa State's campus,
Phi Chapter brothers have a multitude of different and

unique perspectives to offer," Christensen said. "Each
fall semester, we take these perspectives and organize
them into our annual fall philanthropy

Iowa State
Recruitinent
Spotlight

Alpha Sigma Phries, which has broken Phi Chapter
philanthropy records each year we host it."

The group raised $5,000 last academic year for

philanthropic partners, a result led by the fresh

perspective of incoming new member classes,
Christensen said.

"Phries continuing success has been largely influenced
by the constant stream of ideas that come from each

newly initiated class," he said.

A steady flow of incoming new members and a

philanthropic initiative that sees only the highest of
results are two aspects of fraternity that would make

any alumnus proud. But for Christensen, pride is found
in something a little simpler

"I am most pleased by our involvement," he said. "In

events such as socials with sororities, homecoming
events, and even all-house cleaning days, the
number of brothers increasingly involved exceeds

expectations." ,. �

PHI I AT A GLANCE
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2016
Expansion Update
This fall has been another successful semester for Alpha Sigma Phi growth.

Ethan Kraus, Maryland gs

Our current chapter roll includes 147 chapters, provisional chapters and interest groups. This is
more than double the size of the Fraternity from 2009. Since 2000, we have left the ranks of the
small- and middle-sized college fraternities and now rank among the larger fraternities like Delta
Tau Delta, Beta Theta Pi, Alpha Tau Omega and the Kappa Alpha Order. Hitting our goal of 200
chapters and provisional chapters by 2020 will place us among the top five National Interfraternity
Conference members.

Texas A&M

We welcome "The Twelfth Man" and the Theta Rho Provisional Chapter at Texas A&M in College
Station, TX. Our fourth chapter in the SEC, Theta Rho is also the fifth group in Texas and the

19th NIC fraternity on campus. A&M, the fourth largest University in the
US in terms of total enrollment has a long history as a flagship institution

particulariy in its partnership with NASA, the George Bush Library,
and its important work in Agricultural research (hence being known as

"Aggies"). Currently the provisional chapter boasts 64 new members.

Staff member Josh Dusing,
South Florida ' 13, led

expansion efforts at the
Theta Rho Provisional

Chapter at Texas A&M,
where 67 men have been

initiated. Theta Rho's

president is Michael
Migaud, Texas A&M '16.
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University ofKansas
Rock Chalk Jayhawkl Theta Pi is a welcome addition to the Brotherhood
and will definitely mean more March Madness chapter face-offs as the
Jayhawks are among the most storied teams in collegiate basketball.
Kansas is the our sixth chapter in the Big XII conference. Currently the
provisional chapter boasts 65 members.

Staff member Sam Franzoia, Chico State '

12, led expansion efforts at the Theta Pi Provisional
Chapter at Kansas,where 65 men have been initiated. Theta Pi's president is T.J.Molina, Kansas '16.

University ofMaine
Another new state for Alpha Sigma Phi.
Orono, home of the University and our

provisional chapter, Theta Xi is a natural
fit. As the 18th fraternity on campus,
we are a part of a Greek community
that has thrived since 1874. For those
that think Maine is all lobster rolls and

preppy summer towns, try camping in
Aroostook County The northern Maine

county is the largest east of the Rockies
and showcases the Acadian (French)
culture of northern New England.
IKXiKI THE UNIVERSITY OF

DTMAINE
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Staff member Steve McGunagle, Chico State '12, led
expansion efforts at the Theta Xi Provisional Chapter
at Maine, where 28 men have been initiated. Theta Xi's

president is Scott Sleeper, Maine '16.



University ofMissouri - St.
Louis

The Theta Nu Provisional Chapter is
the latest addition to our resurgence
in the Show Me State, joining Missouri

Valley and Southwest Missouri State
and will become the seventh fraternity
on campus. The university is the

largest institution of higher learning
in St. Louis and
will be the go-to
chapter for any
members visiting
town for Cardinals
or Blues games.

University
�fMissouri
St.Louis Staff member Jared Usher, Oneonta '13, led expansion efforts at the

Theta Nu Provisional Chapter at UMSL, where 24 men have been

initiated. Theta Nu's president is Braxton Perry, UMSL '16.

University ofNebraska - Kearney
Our provisional chapter Theta Upsilon is a welcome return to the state of
Nebraska that hasn't seen an Alpha Sig chapter since Xi Chapter at the
University of Nebraska closed in 1954. The eighth fraternity on campus, our
brothers will be cheering the uniquely named Lopers.

UNIVERSITY

OF NEBRASKA

WK.
KEARNEY

Quinnipiac University
Connecticut has been both a

place of history as well as a

place of recent success for

Alpha Sigma Phi. Currently
home to chapters at Hartford

University and UConn as well as
our dormant Alpha Chapter at Yale, our Theta Tau

provisional chapter in Hamden becomes our latest
in the Nutmeg State. Alpha Sigma Phi is the ninth
member of the local IFC. When visiting, be sure to

visit famous Sleeping Giant State Park and try the
famous New Haven Style Pizza nearby near the
Yale campus.

Northern Illinois University
Theta Mu Provisional Chapter in DeKalb, IL
is another MAC school joining athletic rivals

Akron, Bowling Green, Kent State, Miami
OH, Central Michigan, Eastern Michigan,

Western Michigan and Toledo.
As the 1 5th fraternity on

campus, we have

high hopes for the
contributions these
men will make

towards one of the
fastest growing
schools in the U.S.
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University of
Cincinnati,
Beta Sigma Chapter
Staff member Joe Nelson, Illinois
State '12, led revitalization efforts
at the Beta Sigma Provisional
Chapter at Cincinnati, where 58
men have been initiated. Beta

Sigma 's president is Corey Mohr,
Cincinnati '16.

University ofWisconsin - Milwaukee
Given the wild success of our chapters in Whitewater and Madison, it's no
surprise that we want a winning trifecta in Wisconsin with the opening of Theta
Omicron provisional chapter this semester Alpha Sigma Phi is the fifth fraternity
on campus. An interesting note: the university is the only school in the countn/
offering studies in freshwater science (given its proximity to Lake Michigan).

miA
UNIVERSITYofWISCONSIN

MILWAUKEE

Targeted for Spring
Spring is a time for new growth, and Alpha Sigma Phi is not an exception. We'
growth at:

see

orthern Arizo

iniversity
Located in Flagstaff, NAU,
may be hot in the summer,
but it is actually near the
Arizona Snowbowl, so
brothers feel free to visit in
the winter! Alpha Sig will
become the 1 6th fraternity
on campus.

J State

University
Bakersfie

We're adding to our roster
of chapters in Southern
California and will be
the second fraternity on

campus. An interesting
note on Bakersfield is the

unusually high number
of off-highway vehicle
enthusiasts in the area

given the terrain and large
open spaces in the Central

Valley.

University ofWest

Georgia
Don't let the directional
name fool you. Carrollton
is only 45 miles west of
Atlanta (and our Zeta Eta

chapter at Georgia Tech)
and en route to the Zeta
Psi provisional chapter
at Auburn University. Our
first Gulf South conference

campus, Alpha Sig will
become the 10th fraternity
on campus.



University ofMinnesota, Rho Chapter

Staff member Mike Carlo, Illinois State '13, led revitalization efforts at the Rho Provisional Chapter at
Minnesota, where 47 men have been initiated. Rho's president is John Schwieters,Minnesota '16.

I Mary's
iversit

Joining our brothers at Eta
Theta at the University of
Texas - San Antonio, St.
Mary's, also in San Antonio
is a great addition to the
Old Gal. The school itself
is almost as old as Alpha
Sigma Phi itself, founded in
1 852, is the oldest Catholic

university in the Southwest.
We will become the fourth

raternity on campus.

lege
Located by the NY/NJ

border, Ramapo College
bridges our Upstate NY

chapters to our groups
in the NYC metro area.

Nearby hiking on the

Ramapo mountains is

spectacular and parts
of the forested chain
include segments of the
Appalachian trail. We will
be the 11th fraternity there.

lomsburg
iversity

Home of our dormant

Epsilon Epsilon Chapter,
plans are to expand there

spring 2017.



AZ
AR

CT
GA
IL

IN

lA

KY

NY

ME
MD
MA
Ml

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
N UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
^^

I UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL ARKANSAS^W|
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - FRESNO

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - BERKELEY
1 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA - IRVINE

IVERSITY

MO

GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

ELMHURST COLLEGE
NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
lU - SOUTH BEND

PURDUE UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
HARTWICK COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

TOWSON UNIVERSITY

BENTLEY UNIVERSITY ^^
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

OAKUND UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - FLINT
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

SOURI WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST LOUtS

^^^^^^^

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA'

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA - KEARNEY

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA - RENO

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY

BARTON COLLEGE
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

UNC -PEMBROKE
UNC-WILMINGTO

MIAMI UNIVERSITY
OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

UNIVERSITY OF OKUHOMA

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY.

SriDDLE TENNESSEE STATE U

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS - AUSTIN
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS - SAN ANTONIO

AVERETT UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MARY WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

Tx:

VA

wv
�raC!^l^M^

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OFWISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - WHITEWATER

UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING

MENTOR. Email dmiller@alphasigmaphi.org to begin!
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PuttinaWords Into

Evan Geiselhart was initiated into the Eta Chapter
of Alpha Sigma Phi at the University of Illinois in
1982. Since graduating from the University with a

Finance Degree in 1984, Brother Geiselhart has
been a trailblazer for alumni looking to make an

impact for years to come.

But you won't hear that from him.

Brother Geiselhart admits he took some time
to figure out the path to where he is today. But
even/ moment of adversity, uncertainty, and
decision-making became a catalyst for Brother
Geiselhart to impact his fraternity brothers in
more ways than one.

A brand new college graduate. Brother
Geiselhart thought he wanted to begin a

career as a stockbroker But lack of initial sales

experience altered his plans and he found
work six months after walking the stage on

graduation day at a local savings and loan

company in his hometown. The next decade

saw Brother Geiselhart bounce from company
to company until he was able to start something
of his own,

"I had everything I needed to start my company,
Home Trust," Geiselhart said. "So I quit my job,
took two months to set everything up, and we

were in business by January of 1996."

Home Trust is a boutique lender based outside
of Chicago, Illinois. It has been lending money
to individuals in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and
Wisconsin who are purchasing a home or

refinancing for twenty years.

Brother Geiselhart says he occasionally hears
from an old friend or two, having gone to school
in the area he makes his living.

"At this point, I've done dozens of loans for Eta
Chapter brothers through the years," he said.
"I'm always flattered when my fraternity brothers
trust me to do their mortgages for them. It's also
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flattering when they turn around and
refer other brothers to me as well.
It's all the more reason for me to give
back to Alpha Sigma Phi, because
of the business my brothers have

brought me through the years,"
Geiselhart: added with a chuckle.

The Geislehart Family Legacy
was born when Will Geiselhart,
Evan's son, joined the Eta Chapter
in December 201 3. Will became
an integral part of the Chapter,
as he was immediately elected
Recruitment Director upon his

initiation, and later was elected Vice
President. Perhaps most impressive,
however, was that Will served as one

of just two Undergraduate Grand
Councilors from 2014-16.

Will Geiselhart (left) emd Evan Geiselhart (right)

Evan and Will started the Geiselhart Family
Leadership Fund in July 201 6. This fund
was established to help undergraduate
members of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity attend
leadership programs.

'Tm really impressed with the leadership
training the Fraternity gives our undergraduate
members," Evan said. "It is the best of any
fraternity I wanted to help continue that trend in
the future."

Seeing his son, Will, use the leadership training
first-hand with the Eta Chapter and as an

Undergraduate Grand Councilor makes his
contributions to the Fraternity all the more worth
it, Evan said.

"I know (Will) and some of his pledge brothers
took on leadership roles in their chapter," he
said. "I hope some of the leadership training
they had helped them get there and made them
more effective leaders, but (this training) is more
for life than for the short term."

Evan facilitated most recently at Grand Chapter,
where he assisted in the Career Prep track. This
sort of track is exactly what kind of training our

undergraduates need to prepare them for their
futures, Evan said.

"As a business owner, I felt I was able to help
attendees fine-tune their resumes to meet the
needs of real-life companies," he said. "Doing
that is a simple, yet effective step toward helping
someone find a job or get into grad school."

Alpha Sigma Phi is making an indubitable
impact on its undergraduate men, but this is
just the start,

"It's important to generate (and sustain)
leadership funds to make sure these efforts
continue in the future," Evan said. "We need to

grow the leadership funds because we need to
continue to expand the leadership training in
the future."

Brother Geiselhart can be contacted via email at
eqeiselhart@hometrustmortaaqe.com.
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Kenn and Carol Parsons
Scholarship Fund:
Founded on Brotherhood
and Love

When Kenn Parsons graduated high school, he had
one good friend. One person he could count on.

He had one sister but no brothers. However, family
was very important to him. Growing up, he spent
summers on the eastern shore of Mar/Iand with his

grandparents and cousins. His values were shaped
by his family. When he accepted his admission
into The Ohio State University in 1960, he knew he
wanted to expand his family and those who share
the values he had.

During his freshman fall, he joined a fraternity. After
spending time with those Brothers, he realized he
did not enjoy the experience and decided it was
not for him. He sat in his classes and what he soon

came to realize was those around him were all
members of a different fraternity - Alpha Sigma Phi.
The Brothers invited him to come to the chapter
house and before he knew it, he had accepted
a bid, participated in the new member process,
initiated and moved in the next fall. Alpha Sigma Phi
had changed his life.

The Zeta Chapter, at the time, was located next door
to Phi Mu Women's Fraternity. The distance was
mere feet but it might as well have been miles. Kenn,
a shy 1 9 year old with the confidence he gained from
his Brothers, stepped out of his comfort zone and
knocked on their door He spoke to the women and

suggested the two groups socialize together. His
simple gesture started a relationship between Phi Mu
and Alpha Sig that was a springboard for the chapter
to build relationships with many other fraternities and
sororities on campus.

During one event with Phi Mu, there was a beautiful
woman who he knew was his soul mate. Kenn
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introduced himself to Carol and the two became

inseparable. Carol was an education major and was

adamant that a good education was a valuable tool
for everyone to be successful. Kenn and Carol were
married for 1 8 years. Carol passed away in 2006.

Brother Parsons started the Kenn and Carol
Parsons Scholarship Fund with the Alpha
Sigma Phi Foundation to honor her memory
and continue her legacy The Scholarship Fund

provides recruitment-based scholarships for new
members of the Zeta Chapter who have earned at

least a 3.0 GPA in the term in which they joined.
Parsons said, "My hope is that people will see the

opportunity Alpha Sigma Phi provides and these

scholarships can create an incentive for people to
join without the financial burden."

Kenn now spends his days in the Bay Area of
northern California. While he hasn't been back to
Columbus since 1 969 after his tour of duty with the
Marine Corps, he still cheers on his Buckeyes every
Saturday in the fall, i

Brottiers can learn more about the Kenn and Carol
Parsons Scholarship Fund by visiting aiphasigmaphi.org/
founda tion -home.
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These endowments are established by donors, sometimes in honor or memory of
someone, to provide assistance to qualified undergraduate members to attend Fraternity
leadership and educational programs and scholarships to aide in their educational pursuit.
Scholarships may also be granted to graduate students. To learn more, contact Tom Hinkley
at thinkiey@alphasigmaphi.org.

Balance
9/30/1 6

Leadership Funds
A.W. Lubbers Leadership Fund $85,932
Better Man Weekend Leadership Fund 28,890
Bowers Leadership Fund 400
Chris & Karrie Musbach Leadership Fund 10,731
Everett & Marie Leedom Career Preparation Track Fund 1,875
Evin Varner Leadership Fund 32,049
Garvey Family Leadership Fund 15,000
Geiselhart Family Leadership Fund 2,500
John and Sarah Gibson Leadership Fund 21 ,491
Matthew and Molly Maurer Leadership Fund 6,325
Paul F. Bliklen Leadership Fund 10,334
Ralph Burns Leadership Fund 2,282
Stan and Dotty Thurston Leadership Fund 1,006,978
Tom & Adam Brown Leadership Fund 50,078
Tom & Toni Hinkley Leadership Fund 16,000

Scholarship Funds 1
Alpha Nu Scholarship Fund $750
Bryon R. Nugen Scholarship Fund 10,308
Carl P. Huber Scholarship Fund 13,171
Connor Cummings Memorial Fund 20,662
GBT Brothers Scholarship Fund 1,624
Hart Family Scholarship Fund 2,164
John Lyon Scholarship Fund 8,000
Marvin A. Chapman Scholarship Fund 366,361
Ohio Wesieyan (Swogger Scholarship Fund) 20,421
Ohio Wesieyan (Wells Scholarship Fund) 7,000
Rich Roth Scholarship Fund P 1,082
Robert W. Kutz Scholarship Fund 10,000
Thawley Family Legacy Fund 13,430
Tom Venettis Scholarship Fund 1,856
Washington (Merrill Scholarship Fund) 50,000
Washington (Newhouse Scholarship Fund) 11,445
Washington (Tift Scholarship Fund) 27,551
Zachary Stoltz Scholarship Fund 12,000
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Named for our principal founder,
Louis Manigault, the Society
includes those who have included

Alpha Sigma Phi in their wills, or
designated Alpha Sigma Phi as

beneficiary of a life insurance policy
or retirement account. These selfless
acts benefit future Alpha Sigs.To
learn more about planned giving,
please contact Alpha Sigma Phi CEO

Gordy Heminger at gheminger�
alphasigmaphi.org.

Eric Allen, Purdue '71

John Anderson, Trine '71

David Black, Oklahoma '54

Dan Braun, Toledo '58

Rick Buss, UNC-Charlotte '90

Lu Campbell, Penn '47

Herbert Carmen, Penn '48

John Chaney, Indiana '67

James Chapman, Marshall '55
David Claussen, lowa State '84

Daniel Cox, Cincinnati '60
Todd Dalessandro, IIT '82

Kevin Davis, Bethany '70
Timm Davis, lowa State '79

Russell Dean, Alabama '58

Rick Dexter, Oregon State '60

Ritz Doyle, Penn State '56

John Drummond, Illinois State '88

Greg Eppler, Purdue '69

Dick Epps, Ohio Wesieyan '65

Bill Fenn, RPI '73
Ron Fischer, Indiana '69

Scott Gallagher, Ohio Wesieyan '93

Jake Gamble, Oregon State '97

Kevin Garvey, Westminster '75

Dave Gatzke, UCLA '89

Richard Gibbs, Oklahoma '51

John Gibson, Indiana '85

Ron Graham, Oklahoma '74

Scott Grissom, Oklahoma '78

Stephen Gross, Cornell '80
Ed Hamburger, NYU Poly '45

Gordy Heminger, Bowling Green '96

Calvin Henry, Purdue '67
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Tom Hinkley, Indiana '84

Jeff Hoffman, Member-at-Large '76

Mike Hovermann, Rutgers '93

Eric Jacobson, Michigan '74

Bill Jambrek, Milton '59

John Jensen, Wisconsin -Whitewater '12
Brian Jump, Indiana '77

Dan Kass, Illinois '84

Scott Kern, Illinois State '88

David Knauss, Lehigh '79

Chris Koch, Indiana '79

Ted Kocher, Findlay '92

Bob Kutz, Berkeley '67
Randy Lewis, Oregon State '81

Bob Look, Lawrence Tech '74

Paul Martina, Berkeley '40
Thomas McBarron, Loyola '91

Chuck McCaffrey, iliinois '82

Jim McCornock, Purdue '57

Geoff McDonald, Hartwick '05
Jim McMahon, IIT '78

Larry Meyer, lowa State '62

David Milam, Tulane '84

Stan Miller, Connecticut '59
Stan Miller, Purdue '64

Don Morgan, Purdue '57

Frank Morgan, American '58

Keith Morgan, Purdue '62

Chris Musbach, Ohio Wesieyan '02

Homer Newman, UCLA '40

Josh Orendi, Bethany '96
Wes Owen, lowa State '87

Jeff Owens, Illinois '87

Skip Parks, Baldwin Wallace '72

Larry Philippi, Bowling Green '76

Steve Pollard, Hartwick '74

Bryan Proctor, Grand Valley '96
Mark Reed, UCLA '66

Todd Reigle, Rio Grande '88

Jeremy Ried, Elmhurst '07
Rich Ritter, Toledo '91

Rodney Rusk, Central Michigan '93

Tim Schulien, Ohio State '84

Bernie Schuiz, Radford '89

Don Schweikert, Penn '42

Jeff Schwind, Toledo '75

Jack Seeley, Washington '51

Bob Shaw, American '84

Rob Sheehan, Westminster '76

Larry Spees, Ohio Wesieyan '57

Stuart Spisak, Westminster '78

Stuart Steadman, Washington '92

Alan Sternbergh, Westminster '48

Mark Still, Washington '75

Thomas Stransky, Hartwick '81

Bob Strecker, Washington '78

Tom Stroffolino, William Paterson '89

John Tilden, Binghamton '93

William Treadwell, Charleston '67

Steve Trolinger, Oklahoma '70

Frank Wahman, Indiana '73

Tom Wajnert, IIT '61

Lawrence Walker, Penn State '85

Michael Weaver, Presbyterian '92

Mark Williams, Rio Grande '79

Al Wise, Baldwin Wallace '43

Bob Woerner, Indiana '92

John Yannone, Stevens Tech '86

Steve Zizzo, Illinois '84
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Is an Alpha Sigma Phi Foundation
Charitable Gift

id gift that involves IliQlIT TO I YOU .Our charitable gift annuity is a planned gift that involves
an agreement between the donor andAlpha Sigma
Phi Foundation, whereby the donor transfers cash or property in exchange for a partial tax
deduction and a lifetime stream of annual income from the Foundation.

How Does a Gift AnnuityWork?

A Charitable Gift Annuity is a contract between you and the Alpha
Sigma Phi Foundation. The Foundation agrees to pay a fixed

payment to one or two persons for life for the right to receive the

remainder of the asset upon the death of the last beneficiary. The
donor receives immediate charitable income tax deductions in
the year the gift is made and ongoing tax-favored payments (tax

deductions can be carried fonward for five years, if necessary).

The asset is removed from the owner's estate. The Foundation's obligation
to pay the Annuity is secured by its assets. Annuity payments can begin right away or be put off
for a specified period of time, such as for retirement.

The donor's age, and if elected, the age of one other person determines the interest rate that is
received. You will note that the rates are quite competitive compared to commercial annuities,
money market instruments, and CD rates � even most bond yields.
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How to Lock in Stock Profits, Acquire A Lifetime Income and Tax Deductions Using a

Charitable Gift Annuity

Stock values may have grown rapidly over the last decade. You may be concerned that falling
prices could dramatically reduce their gains. A charitable gift annuity could be a way for you to turn
your stock profits into lifetime income.

Consider transferring appreciated stock, often with low-paying dividends of 0% to 2% per year, to
the Foundation.

What Are the Tax Benefits Associated with A Gift Annuity?

If a donor is filing an itemized income tax return in the year of the gift, the donor can claim an
income tax charitable deduction. When federal and state income tax rates are combined, the rate
could be neariy 50 percent. Thus, the "cost" of making such a gift is reduced by the charitable
deductions. Similar to other annuities, a portion of each annuity payment to the beneficiary(s)
is considered a tax-free return of the original investment and is not taxed. When the gift is an
appreciated asset (real estate or stock), the amount of the capital gain realized through the gift
annuity is spread out over the actuarial life of the donor(s) and reported annually as income is
received.

Some donors may find that all of the charitable tax deductions cannot be used in the first year.
Fortunately, they can be carried forward for five additional years.

Can A Gift Annuity Be Made for The Benefit of Another Person?

Yes. A gift annuity may be established for one or two individuals. With two people, the payment is
made to one person for life and then continues for the second annuitant.

CURRENT RATES ON A$10K IMMEDIATE PAYMENT GIFT ANNUITY

1^^ single life ages

ANNUITANT AGE ANNUAL ANNUITY PAYMENT

65 $470 OR k.n

75 $580 OR 5.8%

85 $780 OR 7.85:

survivorship ages

ANNUITANT AGE ANNUAL ANNUITY PAYMENT

fi5 $420 OR 4.2�^

^^ 75 $500 OR 5.0%

�H $670 OR 6.7%

Examples shown are for illustrative purposes only and should not be considered
legal, financial or other professional advice. Your benefits may vary slightly

depending on the timing of your gift. A
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HAPPY FOUNDERS DAY I 12.6.16

IMPACT FUTURE GENERATIONS ORALPHA SIGS

GRAND
CHAPTER

A2^

lEVATI PRESli RECRUITMENT

OVER IIKinFPnPAnilATPQ attended a leadership program in 2016
U 11 U t rV 11 l\H II UH I ^Q this Is the highest number in fraternity his

"My brothers and I attended Grand Chapter, where we were able to network
with brothers from across the world, as well as improve upon our skills as
leaders in our Fraternity, on our campus, and in our community. The
generosity of our valued donors made this possible."

-TRISTIN SWEENEY
nc state '15
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help us continue to BtTTO the MAN.

TODAY'S GIFTS ARE TOMORROW'S OPPORTUNITIES

FOUNDERS DAY CHALLENGE
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TOMAHAWK
ofAlpha Sigma Phi

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, Inc.
7 10 Adams St.
Carmel, IN 46032-754 1

phone: 317.843.1911 j web: alphasigmaphi.org
Change Service Requested

DECEMBER'S FEATURE ITEM
only at alphasigmaphistore.com

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
CHARCOAL SOFTSHELL JACKET
WITH GREEK LETTERS

$7Hi
Ready for layering, this

stytish full-zip jacket will
keep you warm and dry � and

looking good, too. Comfortable
and cozy, it's perfect for those
days when the weather just
can't slow you down.

PRICE BASED ON SML-XL

fi^KMdrli
w/ a purchase of $40 or more

only at alphasigmaphistore.com
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